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Introduction and Overview 
 

My visit to Lesotho and South Africa was inspired from working at RHS Garden Wisley where one of 
the projects I have been involved in is the South African Perennial Meadow. This area of Wisley was 
created in early 2013 with seed sourced by Professor James Hitchmough of Sheffield University from 
the Drakensburg Mountains. Professor Hitchmough had previously installed a North American  
Prairie Meadow which I helped maintain, with both meadows being similar in design and ethos as 
that of the London 2012 Olympic Park planting. Part of the concept behind this meadow planting is 
an emphasis on environmental conservation and reducing the amount of time Horticulturalists need 
to spend on maintenance. The idea is to have long seasons of interest with standing winter seed 
heads and minimal if not zero cultivation, such as feeding and watering as the plants all are low in 
nutrient requirements and are draught tolerant. Whilst UK gardeners are familiar with North 
American prairie species through designers such as Piet Oudolf, South African mountainous plants 
are perhaps less known outside of the Alpine industry. My goal for this trip was to see in what 
environment the types of plants present in the Wisley meadow thrive in. I also wanted to become 
more knowledgeable about these plant groups and see the diversity of mountain flora in South 
Africa. Many of the plants would not tolerate British winter wet so in this report I have mainly talked 
about species we do grow. Some of the local plants I did see were what we grow in conservatories 
etc. For example I saw two Pelagoniums, P. aclemilloides and P. raunculophyllum and also an 
endemic Genus Glumicalyx. I had not heard of this plant before but they certainly caught the eye, 
they are usually seen growing in rock crevices, and we were lucky enough to see four of the five 
known species: G. goseloides, G. nutans, G. montanus and my favourite G. flanaganii. 

 
 

 

Glumicalix flanagenii 

After seeking advice from James Hitchmough on 
where to visit in the region, I was able to arrange a 
seven day tour of the Drakensburg with the botanical 
author Elsa Pooley. Elsa specialises in the Drakensburg 
flora and has written two books on the subject as well 
as a comprehensive tree guide to South Africa. (See 
bibliography) The area is vast and the changes in 
altitude bring changes in plant communities making 
South Africa as a whole and specifically the 
Drakensburg encompassing Lesotho, one of the most 
diverse areas for flora on the planet. 

 

The second week of my trip was a chance to see one of the most famous gardens in the world, 
Kirstenbosch and continue the good relationship Wisley has with the Cape Town garden. I was to 
also visit another SANBI garden, Harold Porter and an important Fynbos nature reserve in Fernkloof. 
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Author on the summit of Sani Mountain 
 

Itinerary 
 

Saturday 10th January: 
 

Fly from London Heathrow to King Shaka International Airport, Durban arriving Sunday 11th local 
time. 

 
Sunday 11th January: (Start of tour with Elsa Pooley, text taken from the organiser) 

 
Meet tour party at King Shaka International Airport, Durban. Travel to Underberg, a village on the 
edge of the Maloti Drakensberg World Heritage Site in the Southern Drakensberg.  (3 hours’ drive). 

Monday 12 January: 
 

Drive up Sani Pass, exploring the exceptional flora, walking in parts with the vehicles in attendance. 
Stay in Sani Mountain Lodge, (2850m) Lesotho. 

Tuesday 13 January: 
 

Stay at Sani Mountain Lodge, explore the top of the escarpment, wetlands and Black Mountain Pass 
(3240m) and the Sehonghong Valley – exceptionally interesting and beautiful alpine plant 
destinations. 

 
Wednesday 14 January: 

 
Stay at Oxbow Lodge (6 hours’ drive). Explore the mountain flowers on the Letseng Pass at 3200m 
and down to Oxbow which is situated next to a river in the valley. 

Thursday 15 January: 
 

Explore the plants in nearby mountains, stay at Oxbow Lodge. 
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Friday 16 January: 
 

Travel out of Lesotho at Buthe Buthe. Travel past Clarens, through Golden Gate National Park to the 
Witsieshoek Mountain Resort (2400m, looking directly onto the Amphitheatre, Royal Natal National 
Park). 

 
Saturday 17 January: 

 
We follow the path towards the summit of the Amphitheatre/Mont-aux-sources. This is one of the 
great destinations for alpine plants in southern Africa. We do not expect to hike to the summit itself, 
there is too much to see and photograph en-route. The views are spectacular. 

 
Sunday 18 January: 

 
Travel to King Shaka International Airport (4 hrs) (Tour ends, start of author’s second section of trip) 

Monday 19 January: 

Visit Kirstenbosch botanic garden (to be met by Graham Duncan) 

Tuesday 20th: 

Drive from Cape Town around Cape Point (through Table Mountain National Park) 

Visit Harold Porter gardens (met by Jane Forester) 

Stay two nights in Hermanus 

Wednesday 21st: 

Guided tour of Fernkloof nature reserve 

Thursday 22nd: 

Drive to Cape Town International Airport. Fly back to London on an evening flight. 
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Seven day tour of the Drakensburg Mountains in Lesotho and South Africa 
 

 
 

Drakensburg mountain tour route 
 
 
 

After a 15hr journey via Johannesburg I met Elsa 
Pooley and other members of the party at Durban 
airport. From here we started a three hour drive to 
the small town of Underburg where we would spend 
one night in a home-stay B&B. The horticulture chat 
commenced at the airport as Elsa had been involved 
in the planting schemes that were installed around 
Durban for the 2010 World cup. It was good to see 
how a regeneration of a city can be helped through 
good horticulture and reminded me of the London 
2012 Olympic park. I have to say at this point the 
travelling was catching up with me, and I was glad to 
sit back and enjoy the car journey taking in the 

 

 
 

A view of Kwazulu-Natal countryside 

South African scenery as we headed north in to the province of Kwazulu- Natal. 
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Day 1: Monday 12th January 
 
 

 
Protea roupelliae 

The next morning we packed up after our one night 
stay and left Underburg to begin the ascent of the 
Sani Pass. This name is given to the unpaved 
mountain road fit only for 4x4 vehicles, which 
serves as the route from this part of South Africa in 
to the country of Lesotho culminating in a 
2800metre summit. The Sani Pass is quite an 
experience with 4X4 tours taking tourists up the at 
times hair-raising road in to the lesser known 
Lesotho. For us it was the amazing abundance of 
flora that we were interested in and made frequent 
stops to jump out and photograph plants, much to 
the bemusement of some of the passing tours. 

 

From the start of the road we started to see the plants that make this area so botanically rich. One 
of the first plants I was drawn to was a silver leaf shrub in the Buddleia family, Gomphostigma 
virgatum growing next to flowing water. This was growing alongside Geranium pulchram and a grass 
that was of real interest to me, Merxmuellera macowanii. Other grasses I recognised here from UK 
gardens  were  species  of  Erogrostis  (curvla),  Panicum  (natalensis)  and  a  sedge  Carex  zuluensis. 
Merxmuellera was the first specie I saw which is 
present in the South African meadow at Wisley. 

 

As we slowly climbed the mountain pass we 
started to see the iconic Proteaceae family, in 
this case the shrub Protea roupelliae. I was 
pleased to learn of South Africa’s only indigenous 
Gunnera, G. perpensa which has a smaller leaf 
but easily recognisable to be a form of the better 
known to European gardeners, G. tinktoria. Two 
Genera that cannot be failed to be ignored in this 
part of the world are the Asteraceae members, 
Helichrysum and Senecio. Across the region there 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Agapanthus campanulatus subsp. Patens 

are hundreds of forms of these nearly always yellow plants. Helichrysum can be large shrubs such as 
H. trilineatum which the locals of Lesotho use for fire fuel or perennial forbs such as H. herbaceum. I 
saw fantastic low growing alpine forms many of which are in cultivation including H. milfordiae and 
H. marginatum. 

 
A theme during the tour was the change in flora in line with the change in altitude. A second of the 
Proteas P. caffra became a regular sight as we steadily climbed the track that classed as a road. On 
the mountainsides each side of us were all sorts of plants, but one mass colony was that of 
Agapanthus campanulatus subsp. Patens. An herbaceous Protea, P.dracomontana could be seen in 
orange, red and yellow growing in low grassland. 
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Day 2: 
 
 

 
Rhodohypoxis baurii var. Platypetala 

It was recommended that I got up at 4:30am to see the 
amazing sunrise that comes up over Sani top. The light 
hits the cliff face as if there are floodlights shining on to 
it, and it certainly was worth the effort to get up and 
see this even if it did make for a long day. We stayed 
for two nights at the summit of Sani Pass which was 
2800metres in altitude. There was an amazing colony 
of Kniphofia caulescens although most of the flowers 
had gone over, the glaucous foliage still looked 
impressive. Our accommodation was huts made to  
look like Lesotho sheep herder’s huts and were 
situated on the flat of the Sani Top mountain. Nearby 

the sheep herders were seen working in their traditional dress walking amongst low growing white 
flowers. Carpets of Rhodohypoxis baurii var. Platypetala could be seen growing amongst 
Merxmuellera macowanii which lit up the ground. On the mountain side we saw Glumicalix 
flanagenii, Helichrysum bellum which is a handsome white form of this massive genus as well as H. 
millfordii. Alepidea thodei fooled me in to thinking it was Asteraceae but in fact is not a daisy at all, 
being a member of Apiaceae. 

 

The rest of the day was then spent botanising 
which included a 20km trip along rough unmade 
roads to an area known as Sehonghong Valley. 
Along this journey we saw Diascia integerrima 
and my first sighting of Geranium multisectum 
which is one of the key plants in the Wisley 
meadow. A genus I was interested in was the 
common in South Africa and Lesotho, Berkheya. 
Here I saw B. multijuga (present in the meadow) 
pictured with Merxumella. We stopped for 
lunch at the Sehonghong valley waterfall which 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Helichrysum bellum 

displayed a rich offering of flora. After climbing a bank I was able to see Eucomis schijffii growing in 
cracks in the cliffs as well as in the grass banks I was climbing on, making it impossible not to step on 
the plants at the same time. Lower down was my first of many sightings of Phygelis aequalis growing 
out of a crack in the cliff. It was news to me that this well-known UK garden plant was found in the 
wild in this setting. We later saw it regularly mainly at the side of flowing water growing from rocky 
banks. 
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Day 3: 
 

 
A Lesotho village in the Drakensburg 

 
Today we travelled north through Lesotho along a 
dirt road to our accommodation for two nights at 
Oxbow lodge. Along the way we saw local people in 
their traditional round huts which the 
accommodation at Sani top was based on. In a more 
substantial settlement along the way we 
encountered political rallies where the locals were 
out in the streets which made for some interesting 
traffic jams. The land and in particular the hillsides 
had a different look to them in this more populated 

 

area of the country. The thin layer of top soil on 
top of sand stone had eroded due to the 
agriculture that had taken place over the years, as 
the population increased. In the high mountains 
we had travelled down from the stone was grey 
basalt but was now yellow sandstone. It was a 
long journey and as the altitude decreased, we 
got further in to more populated areas (at least 
for Lesotho standards!). Plants we saw included 
Geranium bryceii, Helichrysum spiralepsis and 
plenty more Phygelis aequalis which was growing 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Helichrysum spiralepsis 

in large drifts across the grass land here. Towards the end of the day we stopped to photograph 
Gladiolus longicollis. 

 
 

Day 4: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jamesbrittenia  pristisepala 

At Oxbow lodge there were plenty of wildflowers to 
look at just outside the complex. Interesting 
specimens included Geranium multisectum and 
Gallium, Oxalis depressa and an unusual 
Hesparantha whose petals formed more of an 
upright goblet shape not like others. We also saw 
good examples of one of our meadow species, the 
grass Themeda triandra and fantastic looking 
groupings of Dianthus basuticus. On this river bank 
grassland it was interesting to see the presence of 

alien plants that I recognised from the UK. For example the common dock Rumex (probably 
obtusifolius) and Tragopogon in the Asteraceae family I know well. I photographed a fine example of 
Jamesbrittenia pristisepala in the Scrophulaceae family, which seems to be a more common family 
than I have come across in England. 
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We then got back in the vehicle and drove to an 
area of hillside where there were carpets of 
Kniphofia caulesens. Although many had gone 
over there was enough flowering for this to be a 
spectacle. Mixed in amongst the plants on this 
marshy grass field were Lobelia preslii and 
Myosotis semiamplexicaulis with both the blue 
flowers punctuating the lower ground. Also in the 
meadow was one of the main species I saw of 
shrubby Helicrysum, H. trilineatum. 

 
 

Day 5: 
 

 
Kniphofia thodei 

 
me was Ajuga ophrydis growing next to it. 
Considered a weed by the locals I thought the 
Aloes growing wild in amongst the small 
settlements and road side were great to see 
although I did not get the specie unfortunately. 
Two yellow Asteraceae of interest were Gazania 
krebsiana and Haplocarpha scaposa both of 
which are in the meadow although the Gazania is 
G. linearis. We passed through Golden Gate 
national park which was a chance to see South 
African wildlife which included Zebra (Equus 
burchellii), Wildebeest (Connochaetes taurinus) 
and Blesbok (Damaliscus pygargus phillipsi). At 

 

 
Unidentified  Hesparantha 

 
 

Today we drove once again north, this time to 
the border eventually back into South Africa. We 
headed to the border town of Buthe Buthe and 
on the way stopped off to photograph a different 
Kniphofia, K. thodei. Here we also noticed 
Galtonia viridiflora having already seen large 
displays of G. rigalis back at Oxbow lodge, the 
difference between the two species being that G. 
viridiflora has upright leaves whereas G. rigalis 
the leaves hang down more. Zantesdeschia 
albomaculata could be seen on the road side 
here and another garden plant as it is known to 

 

 
Gazania krebsiana 

our destination for the last two nights of the tour we climbed in altitude once more. Here we saw 
Melianthus villosus looking great and a rare chance to see one of the indigenous trees Podacarpus 
latifolius. 
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Day 6: 
 
 

 
 

Brunsvigia radulosa 
 

we saw Dierama pictum and a brilliant example of 
Helichrysum marginatum and on the way back 
down the walk I photographed Crocosmia pearcii. 
A plant that this area is well known for is Nerine 
bowdenii but although we came across the plant 
at higher altitude, none had flowers on. It seemed 
we were too early until one of our party, who 
carried binoculars, noticed a glint of pinky red 
high up on a cliff edge. The binoculars were duly 
passed around the group and the consensus was 
that yes this could be a Nerine flower. 
Unfortunately the spot was on top of a steep cliff 

Our accommodation at 2400m was  
13kilometres from one of the greatest flora 
hotspots in Africa. The Sentinel Mountain has an 
amazing array of plants growing on the high 
altitude landscape. The first plant I saw as we 
climbed the road was possibly the most exciting 
plant for me, Brunsvigia radulosa. Also around 
this area was Gladiolus ecklonii. Higher up we 
came across a meadow bank containing 
Agapanthus campanulatus growing with the 
herbaceous Helichrysum pallidum. For the rest 
of the walk there were carpets of Eucomis, E. 
bicolour, E. humulis and E. autumnalis all 
growing together in large colonies. At one point 

 

 
Eucomis bicolour 

but never to be put off we all set off for the beacon of colour in the distance. Being the youngest 
member of the group I felt a sense of duty to get to our target and gradually scrabbled towards the 
plant. As it got closer it was clear it was said N. bowdenii and so all I had to concentrate on was my 
footing as there was quite a drop had I lost it. Eventually I got two photos by using one hand for the 
camera as I didn’t dare let go of the cliff with both! 

 
Helichrysum marginatum 
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Day 7: 
 

Sunday marked the end of the tour so we began the 4hour drive back to Durban where I would catch 
a flight to Cape Town. The journey took in some great views of the Kwazulu- Natal landscape and I 
again saw wildlife in the form of Spring Bok and Vultures near the road side. Whilst we stopped off to 
admire these huge birds I was pleased to photograph Haplocarpa scaposa, another of the       
meadow species we have. It was growing happily along the road edge near Eucomis (I think 
autumnalis). We also saw Crocosmia paniculata which of course is a favourite in British gardens and I 
was interested to see a grass I recognised Miscanthus. (Possibly ecklonii a species found in Africa.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Crocosmia paniculata  

Haplocarpa scaposa 
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The Fynbos of the Western Cape 
 

The tour group went their separate ways at Durban airport, where I flew to Cape Town. I picked up a 
rental car and drove to my accommodation for the next two nights which was near the famous 
landmark, Table Mountain. 

 

 
 

Map of places visited in Western Cape 
 
 
 

Kirstenbosch: 
 

In the morning I made the short drive to the 
SANBI (South African National Biodiversity 
Institute) garden where I was met by Graham 
Duncan a bulb specialist at Kirstenbosch who 
has previously given talks in Britain on his 
specialist subject. I was pleased to take a look at 
his nursery area and see the facilities they have 
here along with of course the plant collections. I 
noted down Graham’s tried and tested potting 
mix for his bulbs: A layer of compost at the base 
with a mixture of sand and fine bark on top. One 
of the things I wanted to get to grips with in 
relation to my role at Wisley was the winter 

 

 
 

View from Kirstenbosch garden 

growing and summer growing plants. Here of course the plants were in the opposite season to 
England and that meant that his larger winter growing collection was dormant. We went in to the 
Conservatory display area which Graham is in charge of. One of the first flowers of interest for me 
was Eucomis vandermerwei, a specie of this genus I wasn’t familiar with but is in the collection at 
Wisley. I enjoyed seeing plants in the Wisley bulb collection that I knew such as Haemanthus humilis 
as well as the collection of Lachenalias and Rhodohypoxis although of course they were dormant. 
Graham had Eucomis schijiffii which I had seen earlier in the Drakensburg where it is endemic. 
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Eucomis schjiffii in the collection 

Next we went to look at the South African Ericas  
which I had heard about but not really seen before. 
Although the similarities to our European heathers are 
clear, I was very surprised to see just how blousy these 
sub-continental forms were.  After exploring the 
nursery areas Graham showed me around the 
Kirstenbosch garden and I tried to photograph and ask 
as many questions as possible along the way. I found 
the trees interesting and particularly Podocapus 
latifolius and P. henkelii which are known as 
Yellowwood trees by their common name. The 
Mountain Cypress Widdringtonia nodiflora and the 

Paperbark Thorn, Acacia sieberiana var. woodii along with Celtis Africana (White Stinkwood) were 
interesting indigenous large trees. I was also impressed 
with a tree member of the Asteraceae family 
Tarchonanthus trilobus as like most UK gardeners I only 
know this family as forbs not woody plants. Of course the 
most famous group of plants in the Western Cape is the 
Proteaceae family. Kirstenbosch has many examples in 
its ornamental collection including Leucospermum 
oleifolium, Mimetes cucullatus, Leucadendron argenteum 
and Protea cynaroides, perhaps the most well-known one 
called the King Protea. The oldest part of the gardens is 
the Cycad dell with many of the original plantings still 
there. Unfortunately like Wisley and other gardens they 
have been the victim of theft. In August 2014 an 
organised theft took place of several valuable Cycads. 
There is now an infrared alarm system in place. 

 
On the drive through Kwazulu- Natal my attention was 
drawn to some unusual looking trees with an equally 

Strelitzia nicolai 

strange name. The Cabbage Tree (Cussonia spicata) was also here at the gardens along with another 
large plant that seemed to grow happily along road sides in the province Strelitzia nicolai. (Natalese 
Wild Banana) 
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Cape Point and Harold Porter: 
 

Today I left the City and drove two hours south to Cape Point still set in the Table Mountain national 
park. This was a fantastic scenic drive taking in 
coastal Fynbos. The term Fynbos means Fine Bush 
and is characterised by the presence of 
Restionaceae, Proteaceae and Ericaceae. All these 
woody plants grow together and are periodically 
burnt (on average every 12- 15 years) by wild fire 
that feeds off the tangled old wood of the shrub 
Proteas and Heathers in particular. In effect this is 
natural regenerative pruning as the plants are 
burnt to the ground where they reshoot and 
thrive. But that’s only part of the interest: once 

the fire has ripped through the vegetation 
regenerating the old wooden plants, hidden 
Geophytes that had previously been underground 
waiting for the clearing to take place from the fire 
are stimulated in to growth. It is said that after 
every fire at least one new form of geophyte is 
identified, as the first few weeks after the flames 
produce a fantastic display of bulbs that had not 
surfaced for years. 

I continued back along the eastern part of Cape 
Point and headed to the town of Hermanus where 
another SANBI garden was situated. The Harold 
Porter garden was opened in the 1950s and later 

 

 
 

Phaenocoma prolifera 

named after the man who first acquired the land, creating a nature reserve for plants and wildlife. 
Here I met Jane Forrester, an experienced Horticulturist and Interpretation officer for the garden. 

One of the most recent projects in the garden is the 
creation of two limestone fynbos borders. This is 
interesting because coastal fynbos is usually on 
sandstone therefore acidic however there is 
approximately 2000 square metres of this type left in 
patches around the Western Cape. The plant 
communities here are mainly made up of Proteaceae 
adapted to alkaline conditions, Asteraceae and also 
Restionaceae. Elsewhere in the garden there was an 
Aster which I had seen earlier on my drive through 

Brachylaena neriifolia the fynbos. Here I was able to see it was Phaenocoma 
prolifera and it certainly stood out in the wild fynbos 

with its tall scarlet and white flowers. Another member of this massive family we came to was a 
flowering shrub which reminded me of common Laurel but is nothing like it at is turned out was 
Brachylaena neriifolia, which gets its name from the leaves looking similar to Nerium oleander. 
Another plant of interest at Harold Porter was Morella cordifolia known as the Waxberry, with glossy 
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tightly clustered leaves once used to make soap and furniture polish. A plant that I was keen to get 
the name of was Carpobrotus edulis which can be found happily growing on UK cliffs in the south 
coast. Two tree species Jane pointed out to me were Sideroxylon inerme and Curtisia dentate, the 
second being a member of Cornaceae. Sideroxylon is one of the Milkwood trees and is protected in 
South Africa and can form handsome large trees. 

 
 

Fernkloof Nature Reserve: 
 

The final day of my trip was spent walking in 
the protected fynbos area of the Fernkloof 
reserve. Similar in plant species to Harold 
Porter but in a fantastic landscape of valleys 
and hillsides covered in fynbos vegetation. I 
was met at my accommodation by a 
volunteer guide from the reserve and where 
he had parked the car the first interesting 
plant of the day was seen. In the rough 
grassed area in a residential street, red 
Haemanthus flowers had poked their heads 
up and were growing alongside dried 
Pennisetum grass heads. The reserve has 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

View of Fernkloof reserve 

been in existence since 1957 when the mayor of Hermanus secured 100 hectares of the wild land. It 
was expanded in 1971 to 1440 hectares and now includes a nursery and most interestingly a 
Herbarium which houses 1600 species making it one of the smallest privately funded Herbariums 
that is internationally recognised. 

 
 

 
Watsonia schlechteri 

This was one of my favourite days of the trip as 
the sheer scale of the views was at times 
overwhelming. Some of the first plants I was 
shown by Dr Vic Hamilton- Atwell, my Afrikaans 
guide, were Leucospermum cordifolium and 
Aulax cancellata, both members of Proteaceae. I 
was shown a monotypic plant Lanaria lananta in 
the Lanariaceae family, monotypic meaning a 
family containing only one genus and one specie. 
Next I was shown Orphium frutescens the only 
specie in this genus and a member of 

Gentianaceae which has an incredible way of 
being pollinated. This flower has a relationship 

with the Carpenter Bee (Xylocopa caffra) which involves the bee creating a specific buzzing tone that 
tells the flower to release the pollen from the vibration. We embarked on a three hour round walk in 
very hot sun in the middle of the day but it was worth it as there was so much to see. Pelargonium 
triste was apparently the first Pelagonium to be taken to Europe for cultivation, which I was shown. 
We came across another of the Burkheyas B. barbata and a real star of the show for me which was 
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Watsonia schlechteri. Half way along we reached a wooded area in shade which offered some 
needed respite from the sun. There was a 
waterfall where we were able to refill our 
water bottles and Vic told me about the 
history of the tree Curtisia dentata. The Zulu 
tribes would traditionally use the wood to 
make spears as it is strong and straight. The 
head of the tribe would designate a tree in 
the forest for each male to use once he 
became an adult. This would involve selecting 
a branch during the male’s adolescence and 
waiting several years for the tree branch to 
be just the right diameter to harvest for the 
weapon. Mimetes argenteus 
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Conclusion 
 

My tour was divided into two sections with the first being the key reason for my travelling to South 
Africa and into Lesotho, which is outlined in the introduction. It was amazing to see the species that 
we grow in the RHS Wisley SA meadow in their native habitat. What made seeing these plants in the 
wild so rewarding was that in most cases I didn’t realise what that environment actually was. Seeing 
Phygellis growing out of river banks and cliff crevices, carpets of Eucomis next to waterfalls or whole 
fields of Agapanthus and Kniphofia were all reasons to travel out to the Drakensburg Mountains. In 
the UK we are used to how we see these plants in our gardens but this is often completely different 
to how they are found in the wild. Another point I took from the trip was how small the selection of 
species we cultivate and sell in our industry over here is. For every known specie in a genus I saw 
several excellent varieties that you probably won’t find in any nursery, which I understand the 
reasons behind i.e. sheer volume of plants on the market. One of my highlights was the carpet of 
Rhodohypoxis across the summit of Sani Mountain and I am now determined to grow these plants 
outside albeit with winter protection from the wet of course. 

The second week I spent in a very different landscape. Fynbos country is world famous but a picture 
in a book does not do the real thing justice. The size of the area covered by Proteaceae, 
Restionaceae and Ericaceae is huge, and the only disappointment was I could only realistically see a 
small portion of it. While this type of vegetation doesn’t directly relate to me as a UK gardener, any 
Horticulturist will not fail to be impressed by the Western Cape flora. My day out at Kirstenbosch 
again was interesting in itself but meeting Graham, a specialist bulb grower for SANBI was very 
useful for me as my role now includes looking after Wisley’s South African bulb collection. Here I 
learnt very useful information on the type of composts they use and saw how the facilities compare. 

I got to sample two sections of one of the most botanically interesting areas in the world and it has 
given me a taste to see more areas like it. I hope to one day return for the spring flowers and in an 
ideal world would jump on a plane directly after the next fire in the Fernkloof reserve, and see the 
fresh flush of geophytes that will emerge. I would advise anyone else to do the same. 
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Budget breakdown 
 

Item Amount in UK pound sterling Amount in SA Rand where 
relevant 

Seven day tour of Drakensburg 
mountains with Elsa Pooley 
Botanical tours 

£1579.13 (includes 
international transaction fee) 

27500.00 

Air fare: London to Durban, 
Durban to Cape Town and 
return to Heathrow (combined 
ticket from SA Airways) 

973.96  

Car Hire: Avis rentals in Cape 
Town for four days 

76.01  

Travel insurance 14.67  
Cape Town accommodation 51.87 900.00 

Hermanus accommodation 48.62 848.70 
Petrol for hired car 19.07 322.27 
Total 2763.33  
Personal contribution for food, 
two purchased books, 
Fernkloof guided tour and 
National park entrance fee. 

£140 cash in local currency + 
£30 appx in credit card 
purchases over counter 

 

Grand total spent 2935.33  
 
 

Michael J Ferguson 


